Summary. The concept of time-image (image temps) coined by Gilles Deleuze could be applied to analysis of works of art that juxtapose objects from different periods of time and combine them into spatial installation-projects. Such exhibitions are designed for the visitor to create their final and ideal version, and have to be 'performed' . This leads to the obliteration of clear concepts as well as to the process of self-creation. Agnė Narušytė uses the concept of time-image as well as Erika Fischer-Lichte's theory of performative aesthetics in her phenomenological analysis of the exhibition Parents' Room, which was installed by the Lithuanian contemporary artist Aurelija Maknytė at the gallery Artifex in 2015.
Scene of the contemporary art is so much used to exhibitions as 'projects' that few notice how this format affects our experience of artworks, their temporal qualities, and our relationship with the past. As the philosopher Peter Osborne observes, Let us remember the experience of the exhibition.
When the visitor opens the door to the gallery, the wind rustles the templates for making clothes cut from the Soviet newspaper Tiesa (The Truth) hanging on the adjacent wall ( Fig. 1) . A tailor's letters to her daughter lie on the sewing machine in the corner (Fig. 2) . The artist has purchased a whole collection of them and now presents them typed on an A4 sheets of paper with names of persons and places as well as some details changed so that specific situations could not be identified (Fig. 3 ).
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One is tempted to read the letters, but something prevents us from getting too deep into that: a bed raised up to our waist is stuck into the entrance to another room on the left ( There is one more exhibit in this room: a poem written on the wall. It describes a body with cold precision. Its scariness is explained by the last words of the poem: 'when pressed it pales / and recovers its colour after 1 minute' (Fig. 7) . This is a description of the artist's father's autopsy turned into a poem. When he came to the opening of the exhibition, Julius realised that the tables stood in a death chamber and remembered that his great grandparents were laid out on them too. 19 This realisation is striking because it reverses the 'message' of the raised bed we had noticed before: the protective fence erected by parents falls, the boundaries disappear and this is frightening because the boundary separating the visitor from death also vanishes.
These experiences of space transformed by carefully placed objects taken from different sheets Newspapers are a different matter (Fig. 8) the newspapers with the rhetoric and contents of the letters, we would see that they have nothing in common. These are not only two different speeds of time but also parallel lives that have no points of contact. The templates made out of the newspapers symbolize this disconnectedness of different planes of existence. But the tailor has made them not so much because, as Jolanta Marcišauskytė-Jurašienė writes, everything had to be used while everything was lacking and everything was deficit during the Soviet period, 23 but because newspapers received under obligatory subscription were useless for their primary purpose: to convey objective information.
In the exhibition, the newspaper cuttings get lifted and rustled every time somebody opens the door to the gallery or passes by. They remind of a photograph by Alfonsas Budvytis made in 1981 when he recorded posters on an announcement tower: a detached corner is lifted and briefly covers the sun. 24 That was a minimal and insignificant change in the city that had been changing very slowly, even despite numerous constructions, which also used to take decades. Here, in the gallery, the movement in the air also generates similar mini-changes, makes the stillness vibrate and creates a miniature motivation in the meaninglessness of press messages, thus exceeding the time written in newspapers. Poetry is born in the prose of the gallery.
We could guess that precisely this superimposition of the actual, but extensive, present and the virtual, but intensive, past creates a hypnotic effect in Maknytė's Parents' Room. For the image constructed in the present, which is always illusory and imperfect, is uprooted by the reality of the past brimming with unrealised, still untouched possibilities. While the visitor walks around the exhibition, some possibilities are realised by recollection-images brought from different sheets of the past, but one can never forget that both in the past of this project and in the future anticipated by its construction those sheets are folded and crumpled into the dense point of death, which is represented here by two bundles of newspaper. At that point, everything connects to everything, all differences disappear, the multifaceted nature of matter is gone as well as time, as if, time-space before the Big Bang. 
